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Gems of German Songs.

SECOND SERIES.

d'Albert, Eug., Maiden and Butterfly. (Mädchen und Schmetterling.) 35
Sop. in A, M.-Sop. in F.
do The Thrush and the Finch. (Zur Drossel sprach der Fink.) 50
Bach, Joh. Seh, Forget me not. (Vergiss mein nicht.) 25
Sop. in A, M.-Sop. in G.
Becker, R., In Maytime. (Im Maien.) 50
Sop. in G, M.-Sop. in E.
Beethoven, L. van, Delizia. (Delizia.) 50
Sop. in D, M.-Sop. in F.
do I think of thee. (Andenken.) 35
Sop. in A, M.-Sop. in B.
do O thou, whose Beauty shines. (O Du.) 35
Sop. in A, M.-Sop. in G.
Behr, Fr., Tarry but a little longer. (Warte noch ein kleines Weilchen.) 35
Sop. in G, M.-Sop. in E.
Bendel, F., Cradle Song. (An der Wiege.) 35
Sop. in B, M.-Sop. in A.
Biome, H. von, Mine Own! (Mein!) 35
Sop. in D, M.-Sop. in D.
Bohm C., Calm as the Night. (Still wie die Nacht.) 35
Sop. in E, M.-Sop. in D, Alto in B.
do Entreaty. (Bitte.) 25
Sop. in A, M.-Sop. in F.
do If thy blue Eyes. (Deine blauen Augen.) 35
Sop. in D, M.-Sop. in B.
do My All. (Mein Glück.) 50
Sop. in E, M.-Sop. in C.
do The Song my Mother sang. (Was mir als Kind die Mutter sang.) 35
Sop. in F, M.-Sop. in E.
do Thine only! (Dein!) 50
Sop. in F, M.-Sop. in G.
Bradsky, Th., The Tryst. (s Fensterhin.) 35
Sop. in F, M.-Sop. in D.
do Thou art mine All. (Du bist mein Alles.) 35
Sop. in G, M.-Sop. in E, Alto in D.
Brahms, J ohn, Ah! sweet my Love! (Wie bist du, meine Königin.) 40
Sop. in E, M.-Sop. in B.
do Faithfulness. (Liebestreu.) 25
Sop. in G, Alto in B.
do Little Dustman. (Sandmännchen.) 25
Sop. in E, M.-Sop. in B.
do Love Song. (Minnelied.) 35
Sop. in C, M.-Sop. in B.
do Sapphic Ode. (Sapphische Ode.) 25
M.-Sop. in F, Alto in D.
do The vain Suit. (Vergebliches Ständchen.) 35
Sop. in F, M.-Sop. in G.

NEW YORK G. SCHIRMER
Calm as the Night.
("Still wie die Nacht")

English Poetry by
NATHAN HASKELL DOLE.

Poco tranquillo.

CARL BOHM.

Voice.

Piano.

p a tempo.

Calm as the night,
Still wie die Nacht,
Deep as the

tief wie die
das

sea,
Meer,
Should be thy love
for me!

dei - ne Lie - be
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Calm as the night,
And

Still wie die Nacht

_and

deep
as the sea,
Shall be thy

tief
wie das Meer

_soll
deine

love, should be thy love,
For me.

Liebe, deine Liebe

_sein

should be thy love,
For me!

_soll
deine Liebe

_sein

pp

a tempo.
Fer-
vent as steel,
And firm as the
hills,
Stein
Should be thy love, should be thy love—for
me, seln;
should be thy love, for me!

con moto.

Harte
wie der Stahl
und fest
wie der

soll
dei-ne
Lie-be, dei-ne
Lie-
be

rit.
a tempo.

p a tempo.
NEW SONGS AND DUETS
SELECTED FROM THE CATALOGUE OF G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK

FRANCIS BÖHR
Dolly Dandy's song. High voice, D to A. Low voice, C to G.

$1.75

MARY HELEN BROWN
Love's war. Words by WILHELM TIECK. High voice, D to C. Low voice, E to B.

50c

CHARLES S. BURHMAN
Sing me a song of a lad that is gone. Poem by E. L. STEVENS. High voice, E to G. Low voice, D to F.

60c

HELEN HOEKJIEK
Fire songs. Versely by Nine. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

BRUNO S. HURYN
Here's when I call. Sacred song. Words from the Psalms of David. High voice, D to Ab. Low voice, B to E.

60c

H. CLAUSEN SCHRÖDER
Two songs. High voice, E to G. Low voice, F to E.

25c

ELIZABETH COOLIDGE
Echoes. Song for medium voice. G to F. Fifteen Mother Goose melodies.

1.00

C. WHITNEY COOMBS
Two songs for medium voice. My heart, it was a cup of gold. High voice, E to G.

50c

C. WOOLF
You held me for a day. Ab to C. Under the white stars. High voice, E to G. With accompaniment of violin in B flat and piano.

50c

DOROTHY A. GANNAR
Three songs for medium voice. Spring. C to E. Under the moon. D to E.

50c

W. E. GRANT
Twice Songs. Words by HENRY TAYLOR. High voice, E to G. Low voice, F to C.

1.50

GUY O. HARELDO
Turns my moon over. (My heart is strong). High voice, D to E. Low voice, C to G.

75c

SYDNEY P. HARRIS
Love's second. Words by the composer. High voice, D to A. Low voice, C to G.

75c

VICTOR HARRIS
A man's song. Bus, Bb to C. Bar, A.

$1.50

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
Two Songs. The cheerful shepherd. High voice, E to A. Low voice, C to G.

50c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

BRUNO S. HURYN
Here's when I call. Sacred song. Words from the Psalms of David. High voice, D to Ab. Low voice, B to E.

60c

CH. M. LEMFIELDER
Op. 6, Quatre poèmes pour voix pour, Ab to E.

1.00

ALBERT MACK
Op. 1, Three Songs. Ab, Poem by WALTER BUDDE. Medium voice, E to G.

60c

LILIAN MACKENZIE
Two songs for medium voice. The old tunes. D to F. Looking back. (Fifth emigrant song). C to E.

60c

A. MILDENBERG
Two songs. Good-bye. Medium voice, Ab to G. The last leaf. High voice, D to G. Low voice, B to E.

50c

GERTRUDE NORMAND-SMITH
Song for medium voice. 1. I'm the lute player. (Is the old garde). Words by HEINRICH LIEBKE. C to E.

50c

2. The soldier's carol. Words by MARTY RAY. G to C.

50c

3. A lullaby. (Lullaby). Words by FRIDRICH HENGEL. D to B.

50c

4. The thorn blossom. Words by RUDOLF MUMMEN. E to G.

50c

5. Dein bist du. (Thine image). Words by PETER CORNERDE. B to G.

50c

OTTOKAR NOVÁČEK
Ten songs (pavaneum).

1. Ahnung (Forbid me). High voice, E to G. Low voice, D to F.

60c

3. Du bist rosé. (The beloved rose). High voice, D to G. Low voice, B to E.

60c

4. Flammenfleim (Flames in face). High voice, E to F. Low voice, D to B.

60c

5. Ich will dich leihen (I would rescue thee). High voice, E to F. Low voice, D to B.

60c

7. Ich will dich leihen (I would rescue thee). High voice, E to F. Low voice, D to B.

60c

9. Ich will dich leihen (I would rescue thee). High voice, E to F. Low voice, D to B.

60c

2. Drei Lieder. (Three laments). Words by ERNST DÖRFEL. E to G.

50c

3. Drei Lieder. (Three laments). Words by ERNST DÖRFEL. E to G.

50c

4. Drei Lieder. (Three laments). Words by ERNST DÖRFEL. E to G.

50c

5. Drei Lieder. (Three laments). Words by ERNST DÖRFEL. E to G.

50c

6. Drei Lieder. (Three laments). Words by ERNST DÖRFEL. E to G.

50c

7. Drei Lieder. (Three laments). Words by ERNST DÖRFEL. E to G.

50c

8. Drei Lieder. (Three laments). Words by ERNST DÖRFEL. E to G.

50c

9. Drei Lieder. (Three laments). Words by ERNST DÖRFEL. E to G.

50c

10. Drei Lieder. (Three laments). Words by ERNST DÖRFEL. E to G.

50c

SYDNEY P. HARRIS
Love's second. Words by the composer. High voice, D to A. Low voice, C to G.

75c

VOCAL DUETS

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.

60c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.

60c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.

60c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.

60c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.

60c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.

60c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.

60c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.

60c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.

60c

HELEN JOHNSON
Fire songs. Verses by NINE. MACLEOD. Medium voice, C to E. High voice, A to D. Low voice, F to E.

60c

FRANK SEYMOUR HASTINGS
The duet. D to E. Low voice, G to C.